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«Whener we speak of the beginnings of European Philosophy 
we think of the Greeksj and any attempt to trace the origins 
of natural or philosophical theology must likewise begin with 
them»l. 

This quotation contains an idea which  central to the study of 
 history  philosophy. 

 it  true that details concernig the theology of theGreeks 
can be 'found  the period of Homer and Hesiod,  fact the most se-
riousattempt by man to approach the problem of God started,  fact, 
with 'the Greek natural philosophersll• 

The object of the natural philosopher's quest  the notion  the 
b e g   g  of all things.  considering this notion  
8Qught to reduce the multiplicity of the universe to an unltimate uni-
ty.3. For them the whole variety  the universe originated from a sin-
gle primary substance. And they believed they had really succeeded  

 «a unique homogeneous) principle, through the transformations 
from which the whole world must have emerged4• But all of them failled 
to realise that the· principles they approved as homogeneous were a de-
signation of a mixture, e.g. the term 'water' was a designation for a 
mixture, a mixture of a good many substances  quite different kinds, 
such  the moist , the cold, the dark; the term 'ether' designates a 
ture  the bright, the warm, the dry, the Jight. e.t.c., to mention only 
theseI . 

1. W. J a e g e r, The Theology  the Early Greek Philosophers, Oxlord 1947, 
  

  h r h a r d t, The Beginning, Manchester 1968,   cl   
The    The Hellenic Age, EngI. trans. by J. Thomas.  

 Chicago Press 1963,  36. 
3. R.  u  t m a n  Primitive  Edinburgh 1956,  143. 
4. F.  C  e v  The Philosophy  Anaxagoras, New York 1949,  5. 
5. F.  C  e v  ibid,  5-6. 
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Behind the b e g  n n  n g  all things they put the idea of a God, 
 they identified it with the idea of the God  

The process of the philosophical thought shows progress away from 
obscure and imperfect definitions to a much higher level. The basis of 
their theologico-natural teaching is common to each of them. The 
:infinite' makes its appearance  the early cosmologies7 of early Greek 
phi1osophy. It  perfectly to the fundamental Greek assumption 
of the reasonableness and wholeness  the universe rather than to any 
(<illetaphysical vision of the Unknowable»8. The word 'Infinite' is a sym-
bol of the Absolute, and acquired this meaning when it came to be used 
as an attribute of God, «describing his completeness and perfection as 
compared with the finite world»D. 

The intellectual presuppositions of the pre-Socratic philosophers 
were very inadequate for a systematic theological exposition. One rea-

 for this was the fact that the aim  a complete theology was mixed 
up with other topics of philosophical concern. The main reason, howe-
ver, was the fact that the pre-Socratic philosophers were  an evolu-
tionary philosophical revolution. The Milesian phi1osophers, especial1y, 
stripped off the mythological and theological trappings from their ac-
count of the universe, wherby they believed themselves to be getting 
at the natural facts and offering  rational explanations»lo. They 
were  fact, going behind the religious phase and unconsiously «by 
reproducing a pre-religious type of thought which had all the time per· 
sisted  etc. But philosophical assertions about the «divine 
are to be found  pre-Socratic thinkers from the very first»12. The most 
significant feature that we can   the pre-Socratic thinkers  the 
fact that each of them anticipates further developments by future phiJo-

6. C.  s c h, The Dawn  Philosophy, Engl. trans., by R. F. C. HulI 
London 1950, 224. ' 

7.   h r h a r d t,  cit.,   that ccthe philosophical question  the 
'beginning' has been widely neglected for centuries, especially by Christian theolo-
gians... the 'first things" ..seem  have caused little stirring since the time when, 

 1215, the Forth Lateran council decided that c r e a t  e  n  h   the 
creation  the world lrom nothing, was part  the Catholic faith. Eleatic school 

 Greek philosophy lound  necessary  wam thinkers   concern themsel-
ves with the  g,,». 

8. C.  s c h,  cit.  224.  
9.Ibid.  
10. F.  C  r n f  r d, The Unwritten Philosophy, Cambridge 1950,   
11. Ibid. 
12. W. J a e g e   cit.,  6: cf.  Brehier,  cit.  4, 

     20 
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sophers, and at the same time, accepts the work  his predecessors13. 
 be sure, water plays a proper part  the philosophy  the Ionian and 

Eleatic philosophers as it did  Homer and Hesiod14, as the origin  
every living creature. The same feature  observable  theology. Though 
the philosophers  succession construct a personal idea about the 
divine principle nevertheles the backgound remains common for all 
this philosophical group. It was 'the mythological tradition', from 
which they derived their inspiration15. However their ties to the past 
did not prevent them from going beyond popular theological teaching 
in persuit  a more systematic investigation  nature and natural phe-
nomena. This was the real reason for their being called natural philoso-
phers or physiologists. These philosophers were the first to realize the 
significance  the investigation  the divine not  s u m  e r s e 
but  connection with nature. Nature  regarded as the physical reve-
lation  the Divine  contrast with the superphysical view in Hebrew 
(indirect), and in Christianity (direct). It  possible for us to   their 
philosophical systems, their efforts to spiritualize the matter  the world 
and materialize the spirit. 

Since early antiquity Thales  Miletus was regarded as the founder 
 the Ionian school  natural philosophy. He is known through a tra-

dition which does not go back further than Aristotle17 . Thales propo-
sed that arche (beginning) was water, but he did not neglect to point 
out that  universe  full  gods, and everything  animated»18. This 
animation   things  related to his teaching about anima (soul) 
which  something  or  Because  its ani-
mating role  the existing world, the idea  the soul  a presupposi-

13. F.  C  e    cit.,   cf.   Smith, Philosophers  for 
Themselves, Berkeley 1957,   «The early Greek period is more a field for fancy 
than for fact»). 

14. Iliad,  201, 302, 246. 
15.   r eh  e r,  cit.,  4!. 
16.  D  a m a n t   u 1  s, Thales  Miletus,  Encyclopedia  Phi-

losophy,   8,  97a; cf.  Ehrhardt,  cit.,   
. 17.   r  h  e r,  cit.,  36-37. 

18.  h a 1e s,  22: cf. Aristotle, De anima  2, 405a 19:    
   IjJux1jc;,         

 Id. De anima  5, 411a 7 and Plaro Leg.  899 J. Kerschensteiner, Zete-
mata, etc.  1962,  26-28:  Diamantopoulos  cit.  97a; J. Burnet, 
Early Greek Philosophy, 4th London 1930,  40-50. G. S. Kirk-J.  Raven, The 
Presocratic Pholosophers, Cambridge 1957,  74  

19. Thales,  22; cf  Freeman, The Pre-Socratic Philosophers, Oxford 1946, 
 53. 
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tion of inferring that «everything  full of gods,) and (<the mind of the 
world  god and everything includes soul and  full of gods as well,)20. 
AIso that this divine mind «by means of its divine and mortal power 
penetrates through the elemental (basic) water -   
Because he thought that the whole Cosmos was a living thing, 
nourished by the life-giving water of which it was composed «he was 
called an atheist; but tradition shows him to be a pantheist, seeing the 
life-force, which he equated with the divine,  the whole and  every 
part»22. 

The paradox wHh Thales  that, while he investigated nature,  
search of the first creative principle, at the same time he did not rejecte 
the national religious beliefs  his time, but respected them. This can 
be inferred from his behaviour regarding the philosophical Tripod for 
he 8uggested that it should be sent to the god of Delphi, «because wis-
dom belongs only to the god,)23. 

The second Miletian philosopher  Anaximander, the disciple of 
Thales24, who deviated from the teaching of his techer25. He proposed 
as the arche of everything, the a  e  r  n  the abstract. He does not 
discuss this principle (<neither calIs it water nor anything else from the 
Bo-called e  e m e  t  but some nature different as a  e  r  out of 
which the skys and their worlds were created,)2'. The a  e  r  n  s 
«eternal, divine and indistructible and that  the   
the a  e  r  n also  'material'  nature28 . According to  Free-

29man though the Non-Limited «(  was material and there-
fore perceptible, it was removed from our perception by being 
out of reach,).  Ehrhardt,  the other hand, says: If the intro-
duction of such a term should serve some useful purpose «Anaxi-
mander's approach to the problem of matter might  be described 

20. Thales,  22a. 
21.  h a 1e s.  23. 
22.  F r e e m a n,  cit.   cC  Ehrhardt.  cit.  28 1. 
23.  h a  e s,  28. 

 C.   a h n, Anaximander.  Encyclopedia  Philosophy.    
117a. 

25.  F r e e m a n,  cit.  56. that the" word 'apeiron' «was an emenda-
  ThaIes view». 

26. Anaximander,  9. 
27. Anaximander.  15 and  3:  ...     

cf Aristotle. Phys. C,  203b 13. 
28. Anaximander,          

29.  F r e e m a n.  cit.•  56. 
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with Cl. Baeumker as (hylozoism'30.  my mind such considerations 
completely miss the salient point  Anaximander's cosmological theory. 
For such 'living matter', which  its eternal movement produces and 
anihilates accidentally innumerable worlds, (exists' only dialectically 
by a process of reasoning»31. Basically Anaximander remained faithful 
to the philosophical system of his teacher3a because he did not reject 
the view that all things came from water, and the progenitor of man had 
been fish-          

       
Next comes another Miletian philosopher Anaximenes the disci-

ple of Anaximander, who combined the teachings of his two predeces-
 He suggested that a  r was the primordial element froni which 

«emerged everything that exists and returns to it again»34. As the Do-
xographer says, there  a distinction between what  unlimited  ex-
tent; and what  unlimited  quality  But Anaximenes chose a 
Non-Limited  quantity not  quality3fi. He approved Anaximander's 
concept of Non-Limited  quality, and restored to it a definite quality, 
calling it  i r3 . Anaximenes contrasts thea i r with the human psyche 
(soui)  keeps  and the whole world which is entirely ruled bythe 

 n e u m a and a  1,»37. When he says  n e u m a and a   they do not 
have two different meanings; he uses the two terms synonumously. 

W.· J eager says that Anaximenes «shows firmly that this principle 
«innumerable gods emerge from the  r')  connected with the whole 
Anaximandrian philosophy»38.The fact  that Anaximenes, at this point, 
seems closer to Thales' teaching than to Anaximander's. The  
of the  r - S  u 1   r-  n e u m a  Anaximenes teaching cor-
respond to that of Thales'. Thales endeavered to give everything a soul 
and a soul which he identified with the  soul of the  that 

30. C  a e u m k e r, Das Problem der Materie, 1890,  11 f. 
31.   h r h a r d t,  cit.,  29. 
32.  F r e e m a   cot.,  57, that Thales suggested that all thigns are 

derived from water and he did  think an explanation necessary.   then 
Anaximander is original  this alSO». 

33.  ax  m an d e r,  . 30; cf Plut.,Symp.  8,qsel.  
3q.  a  m a  d e r,  2; cf Aet. 1,3,Qj  Diamantopoulos, 

nes,  Encyclopedia  Philosophy,  1.  118-119. 
35.  ax  m e  e s,  6: cf  Freeman,  cit.,  65. 
36. Ibid. 
37.  a  m e  e s,  2;         

     ; cf J. Kerschensteiner,  cit.,  72, 73, 77-80. 
38. W. J a e g e r,  cit.,  37; cf  Brehier,  cit.,  qo. 
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(<penetrates through the elemental water». This soul  regarded as eter-
nal, immortal, indestructible and divinej and, which is close to the lan-
guage used by Anaximenes to describe his conception of  i r39. These 
statements, according to Aetius  10), mean much the same as Tha-
les' view that all things are full of gods: (<they refertothepowers inherent 
in elements and bodies, as for instance powers ofmotion. But  i r, being 
Breath, is also Life and therefore   22),  23,  2). This notion 
ia unquestionable (fconnected with the devine character that Milesians 
give both to the world and to the primordial substance which Anaxi-
menes calls immortal and imperishable»40. 

Pythagoras seems content to follow the theories of the contempo-
rary magicians  this matter of the divine. He never exclusively occu-
pied himself with this question. He was famous as both a religious and 
scientific teacher. His school was partly scientific, partly religiousj 
«but of his own beliefs and teachings from which his followers have drawn 
their inspiration, we know hardly anythingn .  religious teaching ap-
peared when a great religious revival took place  Greece. Nobody can 
aay where he stands  all thiS42. The only relevant information which 
has survived  that he places god among the logical animals (<the  is 
god, the other is man and the other  like Pythagoras»43. We find  
Pythagoras only the germs of Heraclitua 'Logos and Anaxagoras' 
Nous. 

According to the teaching of Pythagoras the cosmos was one, eter-
nal, and dividedj men were divided and mortalj but the essential part 
of man, his soul, was not mortal; «it was a fragment of the divine, uni-
versal soul that was cut off and imprisoned  a mortal. Men should the-
refore cultivate and purify the soul, preparing it for return to the uni-
versal soul of which it was a part. Until then it must tread the wheel of 
reincarnation»44. The tranamigration of the souls  a subject frequently 

39.  F r e e  a   cit.,  73.  
,.0.   r e h  e r,  cit.,  ,.2; cf F.  Cornford, From Religion to Phi-

losophy, London 1912,  17,., 176. 
,.1.  F r e e m a   cit.,  76-77. 
,.2.  F r e e m a   cit.,  80-81; cf  Brehier,  cit.,  ,.5. 
,.3. Pythagoras,  7:      icrTL       

  cf Iambl. V, 31. 
,.,.. W.  C. G u t h r  e, Pythagoras  Samos,  Encyclopedia  

sophy,    38; cf J.   «Pythagoras  Samos», Classical Quarter-
ly, N.S.,  (1965),  135  and W.  C.  «Pythagoras and Pythago-
reans»,  rus History  Greek    Cambridge 1962,   
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held by primitive peoples who   birth only a    and  
connected with the tales,  frequent  folklore  which the soul comes 
out  the body and goes to   an animal or an inanimate object: by 

 means can it be linked to a particular origin4'. 
Xenophanes seems to be nearer to Pantheism or Henotheism.  

his system he logically disposes  the popular ideas  polytheism'', 
and infers that ({god  one, the greatest amongst gods and men and un-
like their body and their mentality,)48, and this god ({sees as a whole, thinks 

 a whole, hears as a whole-  bpq.,       
  interest was deeply engaged by both science and  

Xenophanes followed the general line Wllich all the other Miletan 
 had followed,  trying to give a form to god.He imagined 

that «besides the people's superstitions the universe  one, and god 
innate  everything, spheroidal and dispassionate, unchangible and 

 He does notsay (tthat the world  god,  that god's form  
merely the world's form... He merely makes way for a philosophical 
conception by denying that God's form  human»53.  fact Xenophanes 
idealizes the nature  god abolishing the anthropomorphisms  the 
past. But  saying that «God  innate to everything({ he betrays defi-
nite signs  pantheism;  that W J eager  wrong  denying panthei-
stic intentions  Xenophanes, when he says that «Xenophanes  not to 
be dismissed with the word pantheist»54. Xenophanes understood God 
as spheroid and seeing, hearing and thinking as a whole and «setting all 
things astir by the power  his mind-    v60u  

  while he also understood the fact that God himself 
remains  This means that Xenophanes ascribed to God actu-

45. L e   r u h 1, Fonctions Mentales dans 1es societes inferienres,  398. 
46.   r  h  e   cito,  45-6. 
47. G.  G e f r e r d, Xenophanes of Co1ophon,  Encyc10pedia of Phi1o-

sophy,    353a: (fMost famous are Xenophanes' satirical attack  the 
traditions of the Olympian theo1ogy, whose gods he vilified for their immortality»; 
cf  Freeman,  cit.,  90. 

48. Xenophanes,  23:           

    
49. Xenophanes,  24; cf  Freeman,  cito,  93, 95. 
50.  F r e e m a n,  cito,  91. 
51.   r  h  e   cito,  53-4. 
52. Xenophanes,  35; cf Sextus,   224. 
53. W. J e a g e   cito,  43; cf  Brehier,  cito,  54. 
54. W. J e a g e  Ibid. 
55. Xenophanes, 8. 25; cf J. Kershensteiner, Zetemata,  90. 
56.   F r e e m a n,  cit.,  91. 
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al divine properties, but without fully understanding the implications. 
He leaves it to be understood by men themselves that God and the 
world have a inner contact if not an identification. Xenophanes  the 
first thinker to shake the traditional beliefs and cults, by using rational 
argumantation:  they are gods then do not lament for them,  they 
are men then do not make        

      Therefore the God or the supreme ar-
che  Xenophanes described as         made up  two 
ingredients: the intellectual concept ofa deity stripped  obviously 
human  and the thinker's desire for greater intellectual power 
and freedom from wanderings. «This God, as it  conceived by 
phanes, is still anthropomorphic, as being described from a human stand-
point»59. But the God  Xenophanes  better than the gods  Olympian 
theology because he represents a human ideal which we know by expe-
riment and experience to be an advance, and because he becomes a uni-
versal God and not a God  a  These views  Xenophanes 
exercisedmuch influence upon the metaphysical side  philosophy.  
influence  marked  the nature  the deity; and  the nature  

knowledge61 • 

The thought  Heraclitus makes a great advance for the religion 
 Monotheism. As a matter  fact the question  monotheism versus 

polytheism was not raised  Archaic Greece.  referring to the  
wise thing' which 'js willing and unwilling to be called Zeus' Hera-
clitus means that Fire or Logos is supreme «but lacks the personal attri-
butes attached to Zeus  cult and myth. But  though a tendency 
toward monotheism  observable, we cannot credit Heraclitus with 
80lving a problem he probably never considered. He attacked myth 
when it conflicted with his theories» 2. ever before had there been an 
intellectual achievement like this. The term L  g  s was made by He-
raclitus the vehicle  his teaching but it was left. undefined 3. When 

57. Xenophanes,  13. 
58.   h r h a r d t,  cit.,  63. 
59.  F r e e m a n,  cit.,  97. 
60. Ibid. 
61.  F r e e m a n,  cit.,  95. 
62.  C. S t  k e s, Heraclitus  Ephesus,  Encyclopedia  Philosophy, 

vol.   480; cf  G. Fouyas, Christianity and Mystery Religions  Conflict, 
Athens 1968,  23 ff about the meaning  Logos  Greek Metaphysics and  Chri-
stian writers. 

63.  C. S t  k e s, Heraclitus  Ephesus  477. 
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Christianity arose  linked the thought of Heraclitus with the best part 
of its own teaching. Christian theologians used the Heraclitean L 0-

g  s as a prophetic apophthegma, and as a concept widely accepted, 
to describe the truth about the person of   J. L. Stocks says 

  of Heraclitus of Ephesus, first ancestor in the line of descent 
which culminates in the  doctrine of the Fourth Gospel, was cal-
led by him the 'common' or 'universal'»6Ii. 

Heraclitus starts his work DeNaturae with the word L  g  s as the 
Evangelist John does in his Gospel:     8'   

      Though it still remains questionable whether 
or not there is a connection between the Heraclitean and J ohnnian Lo-
gos Heraclitus' L  g  s «expresses eternal truth and reality and is the-
refore eternal»68.  fact this is  of Heralclitus' utterances»69. He-
raclitus discerns that the L  g  s rules the world 70 by its laws'n from 
which are fed the laws   ...  8LOLXO\)VTOc,  xoct  72, 

          73. This is 
because it holds as rnuch as it wants and suffices for everything74. The 
honour that Heraclitus offers to God isseeninthe comparison which he 
sets forth between god and  «a grown up man compared with god 
would be seen  (ape) as regards wisdom, beauty and everything 
else» 76. The divine  (wise) is  fact distinguished from all other 
and is therefore called the  the sapient (wise) 76.«   

        77. 

While Heraclitus composes a new and very different theological 
system from those that preceded him, and seems to set himself apart 

  G. F  u  a s, Christianity and Mystery Religions  Confiict,  
23   Ehrhardt, The Beginning,   13. 

65. J. L. S t  c k s, Reason and Intuition, Oxford, 1939,  17. 
66. Heraclitus,   cf. J. Kerschensteiner,  cit.,  103 r. 
67. J  h   1. 
68. W. J a e g e r,  cit.  112; cf  Freeman,  cit.,  116; Heraclitus, 

 50. 
69.  F r e e m a n,  cit.,  123. 
70. Heraclitus,  11; cf Aristotle, De mundo,   8. 
71. Heraclitus,  31; cf Clement  Alex. Strom. V. 105. 
72. Heraclitus,  31. 
73. Heraclitus,    

 Ibid.  
75. Heraclitus,  79:         

 and Id.  83: cf  C. Stokes,  cit.    Freeman,  cit.,  122-3. 
76.   32 and   
77. Heraclitus,  78. 
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from the general line that his predecessors had followedj in fact he has 
not cut himself off entirely. He still persued the religious quest  the 
field of nature.  his turn, he adopted fire as the first principle, saying 
«the thunderbolt steers all things -      78. 

This  or  is borrowed either from mythology, or else from 
war. War plays a proper part in Heraclitus' systemj war not only bet-
ween men or gOdS 79 but between the natural elements, as Aetios main-
tains, that «Heraclitus declared the periodical  (fire) eternal (sc. 
god) and to be the destiny of beings  as the L  g   had 
been their creator; the whole by interconnection 80. The 
substance of destiny is the L  g  s which penetrates 81 the 
universe; and the eternal body; and the seed (sperma) for the birth  
everything 82• While particular things exist, they do   virtue of the 
lucking of the opposites in their strife. Thus there are two processes: 
«there is the interlocking of the opposites at a certain stage in their 
contest, and the particular object so created continues in existence as 
long as this tension is maintained» 83.  other places Heraclitus says 
that  «war is father· of all and king of all. Some he makes gods, others 

 Some he makes slaves, others free»84:     
              

       

It is worth quoting here the most comprehensive fragment about 
fire and its role in the world: «this cosmos the same for all, was made 
by neither a god nor a man; but it always has been and is and will be 
fire ever -living, kindling itself in measure, and quenching itself in mea-
sure» 86. 

The whole of Heraclitus' theologico-philosophical system  based  
three pointsj firstly the L  g   secondly fire  and thirdly the 
constant change of all things. With Xenophanes and Heraclitus we arc 
at a point where Ionian physics gives birth to a theology entirely 

78. Heraclitus,  6q: cf.  Freeman,  cit.,   

79. HeracIitus,  53. 
80. HeracIitus,  8; cf. Aetios,  7. 22. 
81. HeracIitus,  31. 
82. HeracIitus,  8. 
83.  F r e e m a n,  cit.,  113; cf W.  C. G u t h r  e, Orpheus and 

Greek ReIigion,   229-230. 
8q. HeracIitus,  53. 
85. Heraclitus,  30; Clem.  AIex., Striop.  105. 
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posed to mythica1 conceptions,  wich God takes  something of the 
impersonality, immobility, and intelligibility of a natura1 1awS6• 

Parmenides another E1eatic philosopher, being influenced part1y 
by the philosophy of Xenophanes, and part1y by Heraclitus. He brought 
together the two different systems with the aim of building  his own 87. 

 his system we notice an evident1y po1emica1 attak against Pythago-
reanism 88. This has been shown by  Ehrhardt 89 and J. Raven90, ba-
sed   8,26 (Die1s-Kranz, 1, 237, 6 f):     

          
   ae   
According to  Ehrhardt the term  was taken  by the fifth-

century Greek philosophy with a new intensity, but from a new ang1e. 
He is sure that the causative meaning of the term  made its appea-
rance into pre-Socratic philosophy at this time; «and it  to be assumed 
that the man who introduced it was Parmenides»91. The fragment sta-
ted above from Parmenides does not ahow this. What does appear, ho-
wever, is the po1emica1 remark attacking the Pythagoreans as we have 
a1ready said. 

Parmenides called God eterna1, unmoved, unborn, spheroid and crea-
tor of all things 92. He conceived God, as we a1ready mentioned, as fire 

 earth  He saw fire (lS the creative power; and earth as mat-
ter              

  ae  He says a1so»:  ae    
    

Parmenides failled  his attempt to vanquish the phi1osophy of 
nature because as he still bases his teaching  the same soi1 i.e «the 
word of objective reality»95.  the same way as all Miletian and E1ea-
tic philosophers had rooted their philosophy  the idea of eterna1 exi-
stence as the basis of all know1edge, similar1y Parmenides connects the 
---_... ---

86.   r  h i e   cit.,   
87. D. J. F u r  e  Parmenides of Elea, in  of Philosophy,  VI, 

 50. 
88.  Ehrhardt,  cit.,  57. 
89. Ibid.  3. 
90. J. R a  e  Pythag. and Eleatics, 1948, cp. 21. 
91.   h r h a r d t, The Beginning,  57; cf J. Revan,  cit.,  35 f. 
92.  F r e e m a   cit.  148. 
93. Parmenides,   c!. Diog. Laert.  21-23; J. Kerschensteiner, Zetemata, 

 116  
94. Parmenides,  3; cf Clem. Alex. Protr., V, 64. 
95. W. J a e g e r,  cit.,  103. 
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knowledge of physical existence with the sphere of re1igion9S. The 
velty of Parmenides' thought   his rational and critical method 
which is the point of departure of a]] philosophical dialect  Greece at 
this time9? 

Me1issos of Samos and Zeno of Elea conceived God as one, simple, 
unborn, boundless, eternal, without beginning and immortaJ. Aetios 
maintains that «Me1issos and Zenon ca)) god one and everything, as the 
only being, eternal and boundless»9B. Me1issos' phrase  the beginning 
exists that which has come into being, and wj)) be now»99  an axion 
for him. But the meaning given to this saying  the context, according 
to  Ehrhardt,  rather superficial101. It was quoted to support the view 
that  shou1d not assume that something which does not happen 
now might have happened  the distant past»102. Therefore «when it 
did not come to be, then it  and ever was and ever wiB be and it has  
beginning and  end, and it is boundless. If it has come to be, then it 
has beginning and an end»108. He does not put Being outside Time alto-
gether; he cal1s it infinite  time. Melissos not  conceives the Being 
without beginning but also regards it as simple without material or 
body; and as the other elements which compose different things -  

        8'          
        

Everywhere else the Being of Melissos, 1ike that of Parmenides, is 
talked of as spatia11y extended:  he says that it has  boundary, 
he means that it  infinitely extended, not that it has  extension  
space»10S. He represents the renaisence of the Miletian phi1osophy of 
nature, which became prominent about the middle of the fifth century 
B.C. His interest is with the concepts of the boundless  and the 
beginning •   reality he opens the way to for Aristotle who dealt 
widely with this question of the beginning of the Being, and its I'eference 

96. Ibid. 
97.   r eh  e r,  cit.,  55, 57-58. 
98.   30; cf Aetios,  7, 27;  Freeman,  cit.,  153  
99. Melissos,   and  2. 

100.  F r e e m a   cit.,  165. 
101.   h r h a r d t, The Beginning,  4. 
102. Ibid. 
103. Melissos,  2. 
104. Melissos,  9. 
105.  F r e e m a   cit.,  '166; cf Melissos.  10 and 7, that according 

tQ Aristot!e Melissos' argument  the infinite  Being was a !ogica! fallacy be-
cause his who!e position rested   untenab!e hypothesis. 
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to movement despite the fact that he made a severe attack  Melissos' 
position. 

Empedocles  Acragas was much influenced by Parmenides and 
 more by the Pythagoreans. We may trace Pythagorean  

 his religious teaching and probably  the role he asignes to numerical 
proportion in the natural cornbination  tlIe elements»lOg. He conceives 
the four elements as the basis  all other things107• These four elements 
are fire, air, water and earthwhich are corporeal and eternal1o s. These 
four elements never change their nature, but merely through  

another and produce different things at different times while themsel-
 remaining unchangible.  this Empedocles is «trying to mediate 

between Eleaticism and phenomena, and taking a force observed a 
work  the world as his unifying principle»109. Accordingto Aristotle the-

 elements are moving causes, or forces,  another, material causes as 
being part  the mixtureuo. The four elements are not sufficient  them-
selves to bring nature into existence. They must be supplemented with 
the activity  two additional formative powers, which accomplish the 
mixing  and the unmixing   the basic sub-
stance. The names  those two powers are Neikos  and Philia 

 Strife anf Love. The basic elements are imperishible, unlike all 
other thingsll1 . Since there can be  generation or anihilation  any-
thing real, Empedocles «insists that to describe natural processes  
terms  birth and becoming or death and destruction is to followa 
guistic usage which is systematical and misleading (Frgs   rea-
lity there is  the mixing, unmixing, and remixing  permanent 
tities»1l2. When Empedocles approached the problem  the empirical 
world, he made  some way a distinction between his two conflicting 
'principles'  Neikos and Philia  the  hand, and the four 

106. C.   a h  Empedocles  Acrage,  Encycl.    11, 
.  496. 

107.   h r h a r d t,  cit.,  43, 54. 
108. Empedocles,  28; ct Aristotle, Metaph.,  9840:. 8;  Freeman,  

  182  

109.  F r e e m a     184.  
 Aristotle,  10, 1073. 63.  

111. Empedocles'  28; ct C. Kahn,    497; F. Solmsen, Love and 
StriCe  Empedocles' Cosmology,  Phronesis, 10 (1965),  109-148 especially 

 120; J. Bollak, Comments  Empedocles Cosmology,  Hermes, 96 (2), April, 
1968,  239-240;  Brehief,  cit.,  60-61. 

112. C.   a h   cit.,  497. 
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ments  the other. But nowhere does he say exactly what his distin-
ction may have beenllS• 

Empedocles believed in the pre-existence of the soul and its tran-
migration. His belief in the transmigration of the soul, and the religious . 
pactice of vegetarianism is distinctly Pythagorian114• According to him 
the cycle of the soul is  as a dramatic description of the fate of the 
soul-which he calls demon  The transmigration of the soul  a 
means for its expurgation  by the help of Neikos. The text 
of Empedocles about soul's transmigration throutgh various mortal 
forms is as follows: 

«There is a decree of Necessity, long since ordained by the gods, 
eternal, and sealed with extensive oaths, that whenever a demon who 
draws a long life for his lot shall sinfully  his hands with munderous 
blood or forswear himself  the service of Strife) he thrice must stray 
from the homes of the blest for a myrial years and he is born in time, 
in all manner of mortal forms, changing the arduous paths of life. For 
the  i r by its might drives him into the Sea, and the Sea in turn spews 
him forth to the floor of the Earthj Earth tosses him  to the rays of the 
glittering SUllj Sun pitches him back into the eddies of  i r.  passes 
him  to another, and all despise him. Now  am too,  of these, an 

 from God and roamer, putting my trust  furious Strife.. »1l7. 

The above passage, from the surviving fragments of Empedocles, 

113.   h r h a r d t, The Beginning,  70 and  71  
114. C.   a h   cit.,  498. 
115. W. J a e g e r,  cit.,  144-145; c! J. Kerschensteiner, Zetemata,  

134  
116.   h r h a r d t, The Beginning,  27 comments  the term 'Katharmoi' 

that they  to be used «for the interpretation  his (EmpedocIes) 'Physica' - and -
it may be held with some  that Empedocles was not the  who taught 
that it was individualization by  which plunged the    into 
being. Already Anaximander, the  among the Greek  who enquired 
about 'the beginning', put his questions because  a consciousness   and 

 as well as because  its cIose connection  'the end' and man's fear  

it.Thus the process which was witnessed  Judaism by Ecclesiastes,  the change 
from a teleological to an ontoIogical understanding  the cosmos, had its analogy 

 Greek thought,  at a  earIier date». 
117. EmpedocIes,  115; c! J. Kerschen8teiner, Zetemata,  124   Free-

man,    187, 200. 
118.   h r h a r d t, The   27j c! Id.  Metaphysik, 

  (1959),  39   Dike and netherworId  Orphism and early Pythagorea-
nismj Studi  memoria  Albertario,   (1950),  547   Dike and the 
judgment  the dead. 
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shows his connection with Orphic conceptions about the wandering of 
the soul after death and its  from the body1l9. Empedocles, because 
he believed that the human soul abides  animal' s bodies during its 
purification protested against the eating of animal flesh and the blood-
sacrifice-          

. 
Empedocles even suggests that the spirit uniting all things is  

which penetrates the universe as a whole121. He, like Xenophanes, 
uses the term S  h a  r  s t  avoid the dangerous conception that 
the four principles were four gods.  the pre-Socratic philosophers 
strove to describe the form of God and to avoid anthropomorphism by 
the same way, Empedocles thought that by use of the term S  h a 
r  s, he \vould escape the danger of polytheism. 

So then the theology of Enpedocles' philosophy would be regarded 
as a synthesis of the monism of Xenophanes and the Eleatics with a 
lytheism «that draws the consequences from his own physical pluralism. 

 the other side,  the doctrines of the Katharmoi the Divine is found 
within the man himself as his very soul, and the sway of the same eter-
nal divine forces which nature herself obeys - Love and Strife and their 
Law - is traced  the soul's life»122. 

Anaxagoras of Clazomenae, a real philosopher and not a babbler123, 
presents an integrated philosophical thought. His most characteristic 
feature  a rational containment of the Being within the limits of the 
absolute divine principle.  comparison of him with the other philoso-
phers of his period would show that he  the nearest to Heraclitusl24, 

 that they both base their philosophy  the rational basis of    
or they have imposed over the other elements a r u 1e r e 1e m e  t. 
And this reigning element alone really is 'self  itself'. «It is the only 

 beyond that relations of interdependence»126, Nous (Intellect, Mind) 
is the only element thoroughtly pure, not mixed with any of the others: 

119.  Brehier,  cit.,  62. 
120. Empedocles,  137; cf  Freeman,  cit.,  202. 
121. Empedocles,  136; cf Sextus,  127. 
122. W. J a e g e   cit.,  153-154. 
123. F.  C  e v  The Philosophy  Anaxagoras, New York, 1949,  

 

124.   r e h  e   cit.,  64, that Anaxagoras translates the old Miletian 
cosmogonies into new terms and being. 

125. F.  C  e ve,  cit.,p. 19; cf  Ehrhardt,  cit.,  73 f. 
126. F.  C  e ve, Ibid. 
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  ...          7. 

As Reason is a property of a pure mind; the Nous of Anaxagoras, is the 
powerwhich creates all things. It makes  the world and decorates it128. 
The Nous of Anaxagoras is closely connected with Christian thought, 
especially as systematically expounded by John of Damascus and other 
Christian writers129. John of Damascus, from the point of view of his 
termminology comes close to Anaxagoras by expounding the relationship 
of the two  h  s e s (natures), which exist in the person of Christ. The 
sense of  e r i c h  r e s i s  explains the unity of two 
or more things in  thing or person. et it allows each of the consti-
tuents to hold its own properties. This teaching is found for the first 
time in the philosophy of Anaxagoras.  this concept he endevours to 
explain how the  u s is in  with everything  the 
world keeping it  being, decorating and ruling it130. While mind is not 
mixed in all things by universal mixture, it is somehow  contact with, 
if not present in, all things.131.  other words Anaxagoras' Nous is the 
active principle «which however is only qualified to do just this, but 
may not separate anything from the  This is the view of  Ehr-
hadt, in his important book 'The Beginning132. Ehrhardt also maintains 
that the Nous of Anaxagoras was not only a physical principle but at 
the same time a moral principle «and in both these capacities it was the 
creator of the cosmos»139. Everything in the empirical world commenced 
of necessity   minute point, and spread from there amongst the 
constituents» of the previous unmoved 'intermediate physis'· of the 

  wich potentially contained everything, though not percei-
vable through sense perception»134.. 

127. Simpl., Phys., 156,13. 
128. G.  e r f e r d,     Phil.,    115; cf  

Brehier,  cit.,  6"'-65. 
129. J  h   D a m a s c u  Expos.  Orthodox Fidei, c. 18; cf 

sius,  Orat., C, PG. 26, "'0"'-"'05, 122"', 1236, 1237: Basil. PG 31, 
 Gregory  Naz., 38, PG. 36, 325: Cyril  Alex., PG. 75, 693:  

19, PG. "'3,52; Maximus the Conf. PG. 89, 1286; Anast.  PG 89, 201, 1286; 
John  Damascus, Expos.  Orth. Fidei, cp. 2, 2, 8, 11, 12. 

130. Anaxagoras,  12; cf J.  Zetemata,     Free-
man,  cit.,  267 Nous «is the source   and  life)   "'1. 

131.  G.   e r f e r d,  cit.,  116b. 
132.   77. 
131.   78; cf J. Zaphiropoclo,  de  19"'8,  305; 

xagoras,   61; Aristotle,  61. 
13"'.   h r h a r d t, Ibid,  78 r. 
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Anaxagoras maintains that the Nous, at its  e r  c h  r e s  8, 
 the same  everything great or small -      

       Concsequently, when speaking of Nous, 
 may speak of a real homogeneity13e. This Nous has the same 8ub-

stance as the soul but it  pure and rules the soul and everything else13 '/'. 
Here we find similarity withChristian thought regarding the substance 
of the two spiritual human principles-the soul and the mind. Almost 
all Church Fathers who have made comments  these two principles 
hold the same  that we fail when we attempt to distinguish ba8i-
cally between the soul and the mind,   far as these two principles 
have their substance  common, and are distinguished only  their 
activities. Aristotle says that Anaxagoras seems to accept the soul as 
different from the mind... but he uses both as One nature. The NOU8 
that creates is amongst a11 things the purest and simplest, without any 
mixture. It includes the principle of knowledge and movement139. Ac-
cording to F.  Cleve140 Aristotle  at a loss to know what  the pro-
per meaning,  Anaxagoras, of 'Psyche" «He complains that Ana-
xagoras has not expressed himself clearly enough about it, nor about 
the difference between 'psyche' and 'Nous'». Accordingto Aristotle Ana-
xahoras speaks about them less plainly «'     

  and  other words «'       
    ...        The Nous  Ana-

xagoras  without passions. He excludes from his philosophy the idea 
of  e  m a r m e n e (fate). He  this' idea of Fate as an empty mea-
ningless term143. 

Platol44 says: «The just exists, of which Anaxagoras holds that 

135. Anaxagoras,  12; cf J. Kel'Schensteiner, Zetemata,    

136. F.  C  e ve,  cit.  18. 
137.   h r h a r d t, The Begenning,   
138.   Jerusalem, 16, PG 33, 936; Hippolytus  Rome, PG 10, 833; ps. 

Athanasius, PG. 28, 536: Epiphanius, PG. 53,   the Great, PG 31,  
Maximus the Confessor, 90, 840; John  Damascus, Expos.  Orth. Fidei, cp.  
16; Isidorus  Pelusium, Book  quest. 128 et. c. 

139. Anaxagoras,  12,  the contrary Democritus regards the Mind as the 
same  the Psyche using the Iollowing reasoning:        

            Democritus,  113. 
140. F.  C  e v   cit.,  82. 
141. Aristotle, de anima, 1, 2.   
142. Aristot1e, de anima, 1, 2.  13; cf F.  Cleve,  cit.,  82  
143. Anaxagoras,  66; cf Aetius,   6. 
144. Plato, Cratyl., 413C; cf Anaxagoras,  55. 
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it  the nOUSj for he caIls it the absolute ruler  and mi-
xing with nothing else, but ordering aIl things by pervading them aIl». 

It  evident that Anaxagoras has influenced the great philosophers 
Plato and   These men honoured him  their writingsj they 
repeated the main points of his teachingj and they also criticised him. 
Anaxagoras used the sense of Mind  so far as he identified it with the 
mind of man.  a pantheistic way he said that the creator of the world 

 the Nous, the Nous  God. The Nous that   our mind  for every 
body his own God. Everything  mixed with Nous «6    

    

Diogenes of  folIowing Anaximenes calles Cod the soul 
of the worldl47. This soul  air, which  also the  of all things 
and knows and moves all other thingsl48. This soul  imperishible149 

       It rules everyone and everything 
it seems to be God... and everything partakes of   He says «it seems 
to me that it  great (the soul), and powerful, and eternal, and immor-
tal and veriable  kind -          

          This soul  a 
small part of God, according to Theophrastus' interpretation of Dio-
genes   6     t>v    

 Demopritus ' philosophical system we find a development of the 
philosophical system of his teacher and predecessor Leukippus. The 
difference between the two  due to the fact that Democtritus formu-

145. W. J a e g e r,  cit.,  167. 
146. Anaxagoras,  48; cf  Ehrhatrdt, The BegInning,  74-76; F.  

Cleve, op.cit.,  that it  usual to take the Nous  Anaxagoras for a deity «set-
ting purposes» and Anaxagorasianism for a theological doctrine. «True, Nous  a 
being that works consciously as the omnipotent God  the Bible. But Nous, not 
being creator,   cognizant  what will result from his interferences. 'Nous 
knows a11 the mechanical  lying  the elements and, out  those various 
possible courses  a world, chooses the most beautiful and most ... The 
world  Anaxagoras to be sure    mechanism; it  a seeing mechanism»  
Simpl., Phys. 156, 13 r. 

147. Diogenes,  8; cf  Freeman,  cit.,  283-4. 
148. Diogenes,  20; cf Aristotle, de anima  2. 405a 21: J. Bumet, Early 

Greek  London 1930,  352-358: J. Kerschensteiner, Zetemata,  176. 
149. Aetius,  7.  cf Diogenes,  20. 
150. Diogenes,  4. 
151. Diogenes,  5. 
152. Diogenes,  8. 
153. Diogenes,  19: Theophr. de sens. 39 (42). 

     21 
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lated a far more complete system1M. It  undoubtedly hard to find  
their philosophy the  of God as a personal power creating and ruling 
the world «Leukippus and Democritus the world  neither animated 
not ruled by providence, but it consists of the traditional nature of 
the atoms »166. 

 contrast to Leukippus Democritus tried to create a philosiphi-
cal system more or less physical, resting  the contemplation of na-
ture.  achievement  this field deserves to be called, to some extent, 
the philosophy of the future physics. This  emphasized  our OWll time 
when his theory about the indivisible atoms has found relevance with 
the spliting of the atom. He regards the atoms as the monathes 

 which, when they have come together give things  and form, 
while the atoms themselves are devoid of form being    

 "i;)  Movement of the atoms  empty space  performed by 
chance «from the automatic   

Sextus says that Democritus maintains that  have arrived at 
the idea of God through the wonders  of nature; «when 
the first  watched the cosmic meteorological processes like thunder 
and lightning, stellar conjuctions, and eclipses of  and  they 
were filled with fear and believed that these things were caused by the 

 

The above passage. suggests that Democritus continued to believe 
the traditional ideas. Ideas which mankind arrived at  its first reli-
gions steps, trying to approach the problem of God's existence and ma-
nifestations. The passage by Clement of Alexandria suggests the same 
thinglO9, that «Democritus  quite in accord with the spirit of his own 
enlightened  

Democritus applied his theory of atoms  to the human soul 

154. G.  R. L  d, Leukippus and Democritus,  Encycl.  Philos., 
   446. 

155. Leukippus,  2; cf. G.  R. Lloyd, Ibid,  3448; Kersescheneiner,  
cit.  150-161;  Brehier,  cit.,  69. 

156. Democritus,  57; cf.  Freeman,  cit.,  301. 
157. Democritus,  67; c! Aristotle,  4. 195b 36; G.  R. Lloyd,   

 448;  Freeman,  cot.,  301. 
158. Democritus,  75; cf Sextus,  24. 
159. Democritus,  30; Clement  Alex. Protr. 66 and Str.  193. 
160. W. J a e g e r,  cit.,  138; cf.  Brehier,  cit.,  72. that «Demo-

critus admitted the existence  the gods; but for the same reason as men, they are 
transitory combinations  atoms and subject to universal necessity»; Diog. Laert,. 

 45; Cicero, de nat. deorum,  25. 
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which he regarded identified to the human mind. According  Ari-
stotle161 he held    XiXL  And his late commenta-
tor PhiloponUS162   accord with Aristotle that    
(that   XiXL    (Democritus )163. 

As regards the questions whether Democritus' metaphysic assigned 
everything to chance was much debated; «it was, according to  Free-
man, generally agreed that though he appeared to make chance supre-
me, this was not really true. There appear to be three stages  his 
creation: the first, fixed by necessity or unchanging law,  the immu-
table nature of the elements, atoms and space and the 'natural compul-

 which makes the atoms move  space; this  very  of 
things, their 'nature' or potentiality, which  fundemental»164. 

Democritus  regarded more as a scientist 163 than as a theologian. 
He did not reject what his social environment imposed  him concerning 
religion, as Protagoras had done. Protagoras denied all the gods  the 
State and for this reason was condemned to death, but escaped from 
Athens and died during a journey at sea. W. Jeager says that «Pro-
tagoras  backing away from the whole previous philosophical Treatment 

 the problem  the Divine by denying that there  anything certain 
about  «He introduced the rationalistic philosophical movement 
amongst the Ionians. He had stated that man  the measure  all things; 

 anotherplace he- says that  am unable to discover about gods» be-
cause <<of their uncertainty and the short-life  man»169.   court 
he declared: «About the gods,  know  where they are or not; neither 

161. Aristotle, de anima  2.  27. 
162. Philoponus, 83,27  Diels-Kranz,   109. 
163. cr  J. Bicknell, The Seat  the Mind  Democritus,  Eranos,  

LXVI ,  (1968),  16, full details  10-23: C. Bailey, The Greek Atomists and 
Epicurus, Oxford 1928; W.  C. Guthrie,  History oC Greek Philosophy,   
Cambridge 1962,  433 n. 3. 

  F r e e m a n,  cit.,  303; Democritus,   39,  66 and  
168;  Ehrhardt The Beginning,   Cr. 

165. R. G.  u r  «The Origin oC Atomism)), Classical Review,  30 (1916), 
  and D. J. Furley, Two Studies  the Greek Atomists, Princeton  Press 

1967.  58 CC 127-128 (Melissus),  112 CC, 127-130, 170-175, 181-182 (De-
mocritus), 79-103, 127-130 (Leukippus). 

166. W. J a e g e r,  cit.,  189. 
167.   h r h a r d t, The Beginning,  133. 
168. Protagoras,   cC  Freeman,  cit.,    Brehier.  cit., 

  

169. Protagoras,  3; cC  Freeman, Ibid. 
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have  any knowledge as to what they are»170. He thus dismissed reli· 
gious intuition as a source  the recognition  the truth, and abandoned 
the hope  discovering the truth by way  scientific' observation. Pro-
tagoras' .example became essential  the development  Aristotle's 
metaphysical doctrine  truthl71. 

Concluding this Essay we may give a summary  the theme by saying 
that the ambition  the pre-Socratic philosophers was to find out how 
and where all things originated, and what had been present  the 
beginning172. They based their contemplation  nature; and  the 
first principles from which everything originated. These they called 
eternal elements, some they called immortal gods.  few  them, Ana-
xagoras and Heraclitus included, came nearer to the. conclusion   
God. They justified this  logical grounds.   far as they approached 
the true God they were the prophets  the nations. It was hard for 
them to formulate a notion of God, and they hated the anthropomor-
phisms ascribed to God. Their attempt to teach that God was the crea-
tor and conservator  the world failed, degenerating into Pantheism or 
Henotheism. 

The philosophy  the pre-Socratic philosophers lacks differentia-
tion between theology and other branches of thought. The early Greek 
philosphers worked upon representations  a complexity and richness 
but also  a confusion which we can 'scarcaly imagine'173. They didnot 

 much 'to invent as to disentangle and choose, or rather the invation 
was  this discernment itself. The ideas which the first philosophers 
used, those  destiny, justice, soul, God, were not notions which they 
created or elaborated themselves; they were common ideas, collective 
representations which they found'174. So there arises a methological 
difficulty. Theology and philosophy lie as an indivisible organism. And 
these philosophers never considered 'the theological components apart 

170. Protagoras,  4. 
171.   h r h a r d t, The Beginning,  133-134;  Aristotle, Metaph.  3, 

984a, 15; W. Marx, The meaning  Aristotle's ontology, 1954,  35   Brehier, 
 cit.,  76-76, that «Protagoras' attitude towards Athenian religion, obviously 

a very important one, had a rather unhappy ending because  his rational me-
thod  approach. At the beginning  the fourth century the intellectual movement 
culminated  political cynicism and  mere virtuosity));  Freeman,  cit.,  
346,about the destiny  Protagoras after his attack against the traditional religion. 

172. W. J a e g e r.  cit.,  122. 
173.   r e h  e r, The History  Philosophy, The Hellenic Age,  4 f. 
174. Ibid. 
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from the physical or  But nevertheless the philosophi-
cal theology of the early Greek thinkers marks the starting-point of a 
gradually developing universal theology. 

Generally speaking the foundation of belief in the early Greek phi-
losophers,  clearly natural. There are some striving towards a higher 
sense of the Divine. The Logos of Heraclitus and the Nous of Anaxa-
goras, approach the apocalyptic truth of Hebrew and Christian Mono-
theism. The arguments, used by these philosophers, are enough to ju-
stify logically the existence   God as the creator and conserver of 
the world, unborn, eternal, simple, self-moved, providentional and im-
mortal.  being able to ascribe these predicates to God, the pre-Socra-
tic philosophers constitute an important part of learning in the Phi-
losophy of Religion176. 

175. W.Jaeger,  cit.,  7. 
176.  quote once again from   r  h  e r's book , The History  

phy, the Hellenistic Age,  76 to present the relationship  the pre-Soctratic phi-
losophers' work with that  the famous Greek   the classical period. 
He states: «nothing  the movement  the Early Greel{  that was 
sitive was lost, any more than from those that preceded  Ionian naturalism, the 
rationalism of Magna Graecia, the religious spirit  Empedocles and  Pythago-
ras, the humanism of the Sophists,  these come together  the most famous  
the Greek Philosophers,  Plato». 


